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Russo-Japanese War, 1904 - 1905







TheBATTLE of the

BEAMS

March 1940 – May 1941

Al Penney, VO1NO



Instruments of Darkness Alfred Price

Electronic Warfare Mario de Arcangells

Most Secret War R. V. Jones

The Secret War Brian Johnson

Night Fighters Bill Gunston



Luftwaffe Heinkel 111 bomber





See notes



Dr. Reginald V. Jones 

1911 – 1997

-Commissioned in Officer 

Training Corps 1928

-PhD in Physics 1934

-Assistant Director of 

Scientific intelligence 1939

-Outstanding work in all 

aspects of Scientific 

Intelligence.

-Professor Emeritus

-“Most Secret War” 

published as “The Wizard 

War” in United States



See notes















Captured German E Bl 2 Receiver

Five high gain pentode tubes gave it unusual 

sensitivity – key to its true function.







See notes



“There seems to be some reason to suppose that the 

Germans have some sort of radio device with which they 

hope to find their targets.”

Professor Lindemann

“This seems most intriguing and I hope that you 

will have it thoroughly examined.”

Prime Minister Winston Churchill



Avro Anson

“Knickebein (Kleve) 31.5”

“VHF.  Knicke 54°38’7”  N, 8°56’8” E, 51°0’30” N,Eqms., 

Stollberg 30 mc/s.  Kleve 51°47’ N, 6°2’ E, 55N, 2° Eqms., 31.5 mc/s.”





See notes



“.. Although I was not conscious of my calmness at the time, the

very gravity of the situation somehow seemed to generate the steady

nerve for which it called.  Although I was only 28, and everyone else

around the table was my senior in every conventional way, the threat

of the beams was too serious for our response to be spoilt 

by nervousness on my part.”





See notes



“… jolly well let the Prime 

Minister know who had 

countermanded his orders!”



“Had I, after all, made a fool of myself and 

misbehaved so spectacularly in front of the 

Prime Minister?  Had I jumped to false 

conclusions?  Had I fallen for a great hoax 

by the Germans?  Above all, had I arrogantly 

wasted an hour of the Prime Minister’s time 

when Britain was about to be invaded or 

obliterated from the air?”









See notes



Diathermy set



See notes













See notes



Meaconing



See notes



“Our community of Radio Amateurs in Britain was to prove an 

invaluable reserve, both in Signals Intelligence and Signals proper,

as well as furnishing many of the staff for our rapidly increasing 

number of radar stations.”

Dr. R. V. Jones



X-Gerate









Control Bunker for “decoy fire city”.



“These it transpired, were due to bad

measurement of the frequencies of the German

beams on the part of the countermeasures

organization, a feature that was to plague us

through the whole battle.  The fault in this case 

probably lay not with the observers, but with the

calibration of our receivers which were not up

to the German standard of precision.”













See notes





See notes







Flaws of the Y-GERATE

• The aircraft was required to transmit.

• The system was automatic and could be 

more easily deceived.

• Only one bomber could be controlled at a 

time.



BBC TV station

at Alexandra Palace,

London.









How bad could it have been without 

the electronic countermeasures?

In the words of Dr. R. V. Jones…

“If one thinks of what could have happened if 

with Knickebein, all the German Air Force 

could have bombed accurately.  Well, we saw 

what happened when things went wrong as at 

Coventry…  That could have happened every 

night.”



See notes



Lessons Learned…

• Timely intelligence is vital in Electronic 

Warfare – Delays cost lives.
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Lessons Learned…

• Timely intelligence is vital in Electronic 
warfare – Delays cost lives.

• Don’t always believe the scientists!

• Don’t transmit if you don’t have to.

• Countermeasures don’t have to be 
electronic.

• Sometimes wrong assumptions lead to the 
right conclusion.
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Lessons Learned…

• Don’t blindly trust black boxes and…

• Don’t automatically assume the other guy 

has an equipment failure if something isn’t 

working.

• Use all available means to fix your position.

• When trying to salvage an aircraft on the 

beach, don’t tow it into the ocean!









Luftwaffe Ju 88 bomber




